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Facial Recognition Biometrics for Cruise 
Ships and High-Speed Train Travel

Welcome to a New Era of Travel

Solution

Use Cases

Our state-of-the-art solution is designed to revolutionize the travel experience by offering unparalleled security, efficiency, and convenience. It 

transforms how passengers and crew interact with their environment from booking to disembarkation.

NEC’s Facial Recognition Biometrics system leverages advanced algorithms for fast and accurate identity verification. This system integrates effortlessly 

with existing travel infrastructure, replacing or augmenting traditional check-in and access control methods. Passengers can enjoy a smooth travel 

experience, where their face is their ticket, offering a touchless and streamlined journey from start to finish.

NEC’s Facial Recognition Biometrics transforms cruise and train travel with innovative features.

• Seamless Check-In and Boarding: Passengers can check in and board using facial recognition, reducing wait times and eliminating the need for 

physical boarding passes.

• Onboard Access Control: Restrict and control access to specific areas onboard, such as VIP sections, crew quarters, and operational areas.

• Personalized Passenger Experience: Enhance the customer experience by personalizing services based on passenger recognition, including 

tailored dining and entertainment options.

• Efficient Crew Management: Manage crew access to restricted areas efficiently and securely.

• Emergency Management: In emergencies, facilitate quick and accurate passenger and crew accounting.

Challenge

The cruise ship and high-speed train industries face unique challenges in managing large volumes of passengers while ensuring security, efficiency, and 

a high-quality travel experience. Traditional methods like physical tickets, manual check-ins, and standard security checks often lead to long queues, 

potential security breaches, and a less-than-optimal passenger experience. There is a critical need for a more seamless, secure, and efficient system to 

manage these complexities.



Digital ID - Travel

In a rapidly evolving travel industry, NEC’s Facial Recognition Biometrics solution stands as a beacon of innovation, setting new standards in passenger 

and crew management. Embrace the future of travel with a system that not only meets the current demands but also anticipates the needs of tomorrow.

Transform your travel experience with NEC’s advanced biometric solutions. Contact us today to explore how we can tailor our technology to your 

needs.

For more information, please email us at digital_id@necam.com or visit https://necam.com/digitalid and complete our contact registration form.
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NEC’s Biometric Access Control system offers unparalleled security and operational efficiency. It replaces vulnerable traditional access methods with 

highly accurate biometric verification, seamlessly integrating into existing infrastructures and various hardware options.

Passengers experience unparalleled convenience and security with our technology. From effortless room access to personalized services and secure 

onboard shopping, our solution enhances every aspect of their journey, ensuring comfort and safety.

• Enhanced Security: Biometric technology offers a higher level of security, virtually eliminating unauthorized access and improving overall safety.

• Increased Operational Efficiency: Streamlines the boarding process and onboard management, significantly reducing wait times and  

operational bottlenecks.

• Improved Passenger Experience: Offers a frictionless travel experience, enhancing passenger satisfaction.

• Data-Driven Insights: Provides valuable insights for optimizing service delivery and personalizing the passenger experience.

• Compliance and Scalability: Meets global regulatory standards and can quickly scale to accommodate growing passenger numbers.

NEC’s Facial Recognition Biometrics for Cruise and High-Speed Train Travel is at the forefront of biometric technology. Recognized for exceptional 

speed and accuracy, our solutions are designed to meet the unique challenges of the travel industry. Continuous investment in research and 

development ensures our technology leads the market in innovation, reliability, and user satisfaction.
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